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Survey Methodology
The Digital Maturity benchmark was designed to assess Belgian banks' maturity across
8 dimensions through a self-assessment survey and by one to one interviews with
bank executives. The interviews were carried out in the first half of 2017

4 maturity levels
Analyzed answers have been translated into 4 maturity
levels to allow banks comparison and ranking

65 questions
Key executives have answered a total of 65 questions
split in 8 different dimensions
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Strategy

Digital Channels
& Sales

Innovation

Openness
of the bank

Experience

Data &
Insights

Cyber
security

Digital
Marketing

2 points of view
The survey aims to analyze banks digital maturity
looking at their digital capabilities and internal
organizational readiness

7 banks
The survey has been administrated in Q1 2017
and represents 90% of the Belgian landscape
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Executive Summary
According to the survey, the level of digital maturity of Belgian banks is heterogeneous

Maturity gaps
For most of the streams studied we noticed a big gap
between the leaders and the laggards in the market,
corresponding to several years of delay

Strategy
Most banks have clearly articulated their digital startegy but have
not concretely applied it to many of the dimensions studied

Offering differentiation
There is no clear differentiation in terms of digital products and
services offered. The major difference lies in the capacity of the
bank to embed digital across the organization

Adoption
Even with the push made in the digital field by most banks,
the customer adoption and concrete utilization can still grow
significantly
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Overview
We observe a big gap between
leaders and laggards in the market
Even leaders have difficulties to
transform their own organization
Overall Internal Organizational Readiness & Digital capabilities maturity of Belgian banks

Internal Organizational Readiness
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Ideal target level of digital maturity combining
solid digital capabilities with a strong internal
readiness to unlock the full potential digital has
to offer

3

Average to good digital capabilities and internal
readiness allowing players to capture some
value out of digital

3 to 4 years

2

Low to medium digital capabilities and/or
organizational readiness preventing players
to capture the value out of digital potential

1

0

1

2

3

4

Digital Capabilities Maturity
Laggards

Followers

Leaders

Belgium average

Key insights
•• The digital Capabilities Maturity axis combines the banks' scores across the 8 different capabilities dimensions
•• The internal Organizational Readiness axis reflects banks’ internal ability (governance, structure, talent, change
management…) to use and leverage the full potential of digital capabilities
•• Even though 2 banks are close to the ideal top right corner of the graph, there are some improvements to be made around
organizational readiness to achieve the full potential digital has to offer
•• The delay accumulated by laggards compared to the most advanced players is estimated to be between 3 & 4 years
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Internal Organizational Readiness
Internal maturity remains a zone of
improvement for Belgian banks
Internal Organizational Readiness is in average rather low, but important gaps can be observed between players
No tracking of digital skills or
speciﬁc initiatives

Laggards

Followers

Digital skills and initiatives
centralized and steered from
within a single entity

Decentralized digital skills
with digital champions

Leaders

Internal communication
about digital ambitions

Digital Strategy

Ways to attract & retain digital talents

30%

40%

60%

30%

“ad hoc” communication

Global awareness
within the ﬁrm

10%

Awareness within
the team involved only

are led by CIO/CCO

the CEO

30%

the Chief Digital Oﬃcer

70%
60%
40%
30%

Flexible work
environment

Key insights
•• Team structure varies from one bank to the other with no prevalence of one
model over the other:
–– Some of the leaders have large internal teams of digital marketers, social
media specialists or big data analysts
–– Others are favoring the use of external resources, up to 80% of their needs
•• Banks remain quite traditional in the way they attract and retain talents.
Innovative recruitment channels for example are only used by 30% of the
market
•• 70% of banks have appointed a Chief data Officer to drive the data strategy &
data initiatives but there is no concrete correlation between the digital maturity
of the organization and the executive in charge

Salary
package

Employer Innovative
branding recruitment
channels

“Digitization requires

a digital stream
throughout the entire
company. Digital is not
only online but also
happens internally.”

Heidi Cortois - Chief Operating Officer – Crelan
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Digital Capabilities Maturity
Streams Spread
The spread between market leaders and
laggards is the largest in cyber security, digital
channels & sales, experience and strategy
Digital Capabilities Maturity of Belgian banks by key dimension ranked by gap spread

Cyber Security
Digital Channels & Sales
Experience
Strategy
Data & Insights
Innovation
Technology Openness
Digital Marketing
1
Market leader

1,5
Laggard

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Average

Key insights
•• There's a significant gap for 4 of the 8 identified dimensions between leading players and laggards:
–– Strategy, is by nature the first dimension that leading banks have explored to build a path towards the digital world
–– Digital channels & sales has been the primary focus of leading banks since the advent of mobile and Internet capabilities
–– While opening digital channels, leading banks have invested in cyber security and integrated Omni-channel customer
experience
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Digital Capabilities Maturity
Stream by Stream
Breakdown per dimension
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Strategy & Innovation

Strategy
Digital disruption impact
not assessed

Laggards

Followers

Digital disruption impact assessed,
strategy being deﬁned

Integrated experienced based
diﬀerentiated

Leaders

Innovation
Technology popularity (decreasing)
Robo-advice

100%

Fintech

85%

RPA
70%

Pin-less payment cards

70%

Personal Finance Management (PFM)

70%

Artiﬁcial intelligence (e.g. Chatbot)

60%

Account aggregation

60%

Internet of Things 30%
Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality 0%

15%

use blockchain

80%

Blockchain

Multibank payment card 30%

Blockchain Usage

30%

don’t use blockchain

55%

is still looking into the technology

Key insights
•• There are high maturity gaps in terms of
strategy with leading players having a clear
long term integrated digital strategy (omni
channel)
•• Laggards, on the other hand, are still
investigating the impacts of digital disruption
with no strategy defined to respond
•• Regarding innovation, Robo-advice is the
most trending topic that all players are
looking at
•• We expect AI to rise rapidly in the next
12 months
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Experience

Omni channel experience
No target customer journeys
nor omni-channel target
experience vision

Laggards

An omni-channel vision is being
implemented. Customer journeys
are often used

Followers

Full omni-channel experience.
The target digital experience of
the future is deﬁned with full
design thinking approach

Leaders

“Experience is becoming

Target Customer experience

the key reason for people
to choose a certain bank.”

Target Customer experience

30%

Peter Vandekerckhove – Chief Executive Officer
Retail Private & Entrepreneurs Bank
BNP Paribas Fortis

Have no clear understanding
and vision of what the target
experience should be

70%

Have started to build the digital
experience of the future
through customer journeys

Key insights
Use of design thinking approach
Identify & prioritize moment of thruth to design the
target customer experience

Identify biggest pain points in the current customer
experience by walking in the customer's shoes 66%

Launch ASAP a Minimum viable experience and further
elaborate on clients feedbacks
66%

Script and storyboard the target customer experience
to immerse and evaluate the target journey
30%

80%

Target customer experience
•• Even though one bank stands out
among the others, the maximum
maturity level for the rest of the
pack is rather low compared to other
streams
–– Target experience and customer
journeys are still not a priority for
30% of banks
–– Even the leading bank proposes
a consistent omni-channel
experience only for half of its
products/services
Design thinking approach
•• Only half of the interviewed banks
involve their customers in the
development of new products/
services
11
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Digital Channels & Sales

Digital availability of products/services
No products/services are
oﬀered digitally

Laggards

Followers

Possibility to buy several products
& services online

Full digital oﬀering and self
service is deeply encouraged
through disruptive features

Leaders

“We do more than half
Products/services oﬀered by banks completely digitally (decreasing)
Account opening

70%

Savings

70%

Investment

70%

Cards

60%

Payments

60%

Mortgages

have more than 20% of “only
mobile” customers
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Achiel Keppens
VP Head of Direct Channels – Deutsche Bank

Key insights

0%

3 banks

of all our transactions
digitally.”

1 bank

has more than 20% of its sales
volume generated digitally

•• Two thirds of banks facilitate and
encourage clients to buy/order
products and services via digital
channels
–– However, we clearly see a gap
between what banks offer, and
what can be completely finalized
through a digital channel
•• More than half of the banks offer five
fully digital products
–– But only 3 banks declare having
more than 20% of their clients only
mobile
–– However, the sales volume
generated digitally represents only
a minor part of the total volume for
every bank
–– On top of the classic e-mail contact
forms and FAQs, three banks
propose chat/videochat as a
disruptive self service functionality
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Digital Marketing

Omni channel experience
Marketing initiatives are sometimes
measured. Social media is only
used reactively

No measurement of marketing
activities. Social medias are not used.

Laggards

Followers

ROI of Marketing initiatives is always measuredSocial medias live across all business lines. It is
used proactively to engage with customers.

Leaders

Measurement of Digital marketing initiatives

40%

Measured for all marketing activities

40%

Measured on ad-hoc basis only

20%

Key insights

No opinion

How are social media activities integrated within the organization?
60%

60%

It is a dedicated job within communication
/marketing

30%

30%

It is a task amongst others in the
communication/marketing team

10%

10%

It lives across all business lines and shares
a common vision

•• In this stream, the spread between
the leader and the laggard is the
smallest and no player really has a
competitive advantage
•• The 3 main purposes of digital
marketing for banks are:
–– Lead generation & Sales
–– Branding & reputation
–– Servicing
•• Having a proactive and efficient
activity in social media always
come with a dedicated team in the
organization and ROI measurement.
Having dedicated teams focusing on
social media is key to success
•• Almost all banks manage their
digital content centrally and have
implemented processes to make this
available across channels
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Data & Insights, Cyber Security &
Openness of the bank
Data & Insights
Data management strategy is being
formulated. Data are only used to
oﬀer a segmented experience

No data management strategy

Laggards

Followers

Leaders

Personalization of the digital experience
based on insights

40%

Digital Experience is personalized based on
individual preferences

Data strategy already in place. Thanks to
full data gathering, it is possible to
personalize prices and quotes individually

“Client segmentation is

something from the past,
we strive for a 1-on-1 client
relation. Artificial intelligence
can help us in achieving that
goal.”

Karin Van Hoecke
General Manager Mass Retail Customers Belgium KBC

30%

Digital Experience is personalized on
segment level

30%

Digital Experience is not personalized at all

Ways to analyze market and customer insights
to identify business opportunities

40%

Complex analytics are in place. Customer and
market variables are analyzed continuously

20%

Key market and customer variables have been
identiﬁed and basic analytics are in place

20%

A limited set of basic techniques is used to
identify and measure market trends and
customer needs
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Key insights
•• Two banks are leading the pack but
the usage of complex analytics is still
uncommon. Only 40% of the banks
offer an individually personalized
digital experience
•• For all banks we see a clear
correlation between data and cyber
security maturity
•• The spread between laggards and
leaders in cyber security is the
largest.
•• Only one bank has already started
to exchange information with third
parties through open APIs. This can
only happen once data have been
properly treated and cyber security is
advanced
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Bank of the Future
The Next Digital Wave

BEYOND
BANKING

Exponential Platform

Banking & Services
Provider

OPEN BANKING

Banking Platform

Banking Provider

Tomorrow

CURRENT
BANKING

Today's Bank

Banking Provider
(very limited cases)

Today

Connected economy

The current digital wave has focused on connecting the customer simpler
& faster to his or her bank. The next challenge will be to connect the bank
to the economy

Own bank platform

3Rd party platform

Connected customer

The role banks want to play beyond their traditional value chain / core business
The level of control banks want to keep on their distribution channels (role in ecosystem)
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